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God's Generals II
Roberts Liardon chronicles the lives and legacies of men and women who were empowered by the Holy
Spirit to bring worldwide revivals.
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God's Generals: Maria Woodworth-Etter
Roberts Liardon chronicles the lives and legacies of men and women who were empowered by the Holy
Spirit to bring worldwide revivals.

God’s Generals Dwight L. Moody
Roberts Liardon chronicles the lives and legacies of men and women who were empowered by the Holy
Spirit to bring worldwide revivals.

God's Generals the Revivalists
The Victorious Generals & Their Powerful Secrets Revealed In an atmosphere of oppression and darkness,
the reformers came with revelation from God and translations of the Bible into common language. Roberts
Liardon will introduce you to six men who fought to reintroduce the beliefs and principles of the early
church. John Wycliffe, “The Bible Translator,” who translated the Bible from Latin into English and was
martyred for his efforts. John Hus, “The Father of Reform,” who longed to spread the gospel and urged
people to “search the Scriptures.” Martin Luther, “The Battle-ax of Reform,” the monk turned
reformer who found that man is saved by grace. John Calvin, “The Teaching Apostle,” who organized the
church and urged people to serve God in all areas of life. John Knox, “The Sword Bearer,” the rough
Scottish reformer who battled queens to gain the right to preach what he believed. George Fox, “The
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Liberator of Spirit,” the founder of the Quakers, who lived through persecution after persecution yet
humbly shared the Holy Spirit with everyone he met. As you read about these men who sacrificed everything
in their fight for God, and view the many revealing photos, you will appreciate the freedom you have to
worship, find encouragement for your spiritual battles, and be motivated to find biblical truth for your own
life.

Cacophony
In the land of Craih, seven young royals have been banished from their kingdoms by an evil mage and a
grieving emperor, but under the leadership of Prince Jasher, they will return to claim their birthright and set
their people free.

The Smith Wigglesworth Prophecy and the Greatest Revival of All Time
God's Generals Who Shook Nations Roberts Liardon chronicles the compelling spiritual biographies of
some of the most powerful preachers ever to ignite the fires of revival. Follow the faith journey and life of
Dwight L. Moody, friend to the fatherless, who fed and clothed Chicago's orphans, planted Sunday schools
throughout the city, and saved more than million souls.

Kathryn Kuhlman
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“You will have the privilege to see and to participate in the most glorious and mightiest sweeping revival that
has ever been known in Christian history!” —Smith Wigglesworth This revelation was part of a prophecy
given in 1936 by legendary evangelist and healing minister Smith Wigglesworth to a young man named
David du Plessis. The revival Wigglesworth foresaw was a continuation of the Pentecostal movement into the
charismatic renewal that continues to this day. Later, in 1961, God gave Rev. Tommy Hicks a vision of the
continuation of that revival: a worldwide movement in which the “Awakening Giant”—the body of
Christ—receives spiritual power and authority on such a scale as has not been seen since the book of Acts.
This book retells these two amazing prophecies in their entirety and also discusses their implications for the
world today. The revival of God’s church continues, but it won’t be complete until every Spirit-filled
believer understands his or her unique role in its fulfillment. Study these prophecies and ask God to reveal
how He would use you to bring the greatest revival in history to completion.

God’s Generals Billy Graham
In his fourth God’s Generals volume, Roberts Liardon chronicles God’s great healing evangelists of the
twentieth century. Journey with such paragons of faith as: Oral Roberts—one of the most influential
Christian leaders in the twentieth century, Roberts had a healing ministry that spread from rural tent meetings
to a world-class university, hospital, and medical school. Lester Sumrall—after being miraculously healed of
tuberculosis as a boy, Sumrall dedicated the rest of his life to sharing the gospel and God’s healing power
with audiences around the world, both in person and through television broadcasts. Charles and Frances
Hunter—often called the “Happy Hunters,” Charles and Frances were known around the world as two of
the most anointed and enthusiastic evangelists on earth. George Jeffreys—this Welsh Pentecostal preacher
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ministered along with his brother Stephen at camps, conventions, and church meetings across England and
Ireland, with reports of miraculous healings and other acts of God accompanying them. F. F. Bosworth—a
Depression-era Pentecostal faith healer and one of the founders of the Assemblies of God, Bosworth was
known during the 1920s for his interdenominational “big tent” revivals and large auditorium healing
meetings. As you read about the lives of these ministry pioneers, your faith for signs and miracles will grow as
you anticipate seeing God’s mighty hand move in the church today.

William Branham
Release God’s Healing Power In Your Life! Every Christian has been sent and empowered by Jesus to heal
the sick. The problem is that many of us don’t know how to practically complete this task. We either think
that miraculous healing has passed away, that the healing ministry is only available to special leaders, or that
God simply picks and chooses who He decides to heal. In Power to Heal, international evangelist, teacher
and apostolic voice, Randy Clark, gives you eight practical, Bible-based tools that will help you start praying
for the sick… and see them supernaturally healed! You’ll learn how to: Receive and share words of
knowledge for healing Pray with authority to release God’s power Keep ministering to people when they
don’t instantly get healed Use the five-step prayer model Step out, take risks and watch God do the
miraculous Discover the amazing truth about supernatural healing—that God wants to use you to release His
miraculous power today!

Why the Devil Doesn't Want You to Pray in Tongues
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In his clear and accessible signature style, Derek Prince employs his extraordinary understanding of Scripture
to lay out the depth of Jesus's great love for individuals and to help them discover their worth. Using
powerful biblical teachings on the parables of the Hidden Treasure and the Pearl of Great Price, Prince helps
free readers from guilt, insecurity, fear, and shame, in order to help them realize how incredibly loved they
are.

God's Generals for Kids, Volume 2
Roberts Liardon chronicles the lives and legacies of men and women who were empowered by the Holy
Spirit to bring worldwide revivals.

God's Generals: A. A. Allen
Roberts Liardon chronicles the lives and legacies of men and women who were empowered by the Holy
Spirit to bring worldwide revivals.

God's Generals: John Alexander Dowie
The Generals Who Shook Nations Roberts Liardon chronicles compelling spiritual biographies of some of
the most powerful preachers ever to ignite the fires of revival. Follow the faith journeys and lives of the great
generals of God, including: George Whitefield, whose dramatic flair and passionate preaching needed no
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modern conveniences like microphones to reach crowds of more than sixty thousand people. Charles
Finney, the skeptical lawyer-turned-evangelist whose ministry was marked by deep prayer and divine healing.
William and Catherine Booth, who gave food to the hungry, fought to free those trapped in sex trafficking,
and founded the Salvation Army, now the largest charitable organization in the world. Billy Graham,
counselor and confidant of eleven U.S. presidents, who preached God’s unconditional love and saving
grace to millions. Liardon goes beyond history, drawing crucial life application and inspiration from the lives
of these mighty warriors so that you can learn how to: Fulfill God’s call on your life Discern the voice of
God to follow His guidance Be led by the Spirit of God Let these revivalists inspire your life and revitalize
your ministry!

4 Keys to Hearing God's Voice
After being frustrated by the results of his ministry, Rev. A.A. Allen locked himself in a closet to pray and fast
until things changed. Jesus appeared to him and gave him a list of things in his life that needed to change
before he could be used to perform miracles. This book is Allen's explanation of the items on that list. As
Allen was, you can be mightily used by God to touch your generation if you're willing to pay the price of
God's miracle-working power.

I Saw Heaven
This series has been growing in popularity and it focusses on the lives and teachings of great Christian leaders
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from times past. These books are written for children between the ages of eight and twelve. Newly released
and enhanced, each book now includes an updated study section with cross curricular themes, suitable for
home schooling groups. Volume One, Kathryn Kuhlman is a well–written biography which will capture the
attention of children as they learn about God’s power at work in the life of this great woman of God. It will
inspire them to want to let God use them in whatever way He directs, and it will help them to develop a close
personal relationship with Him. Volume Two, Smith Wigglesworth looks at the life of one of the pioneers in
healing evangelism. Other Generals to be released over the coming 12 months are: John Alexander Dowie,
Maria Woodworth-Etter, Evan Roberts, Charles Parham, William Seymour, John G. Lake, Aimee Semple
McPherson, William Branham, Jack Coe and A.A. Allen.

Bared
"Biography of Kathryn Kuhlman's life highlighting major events and what she learned from them, with
appendix of her teachings "--Provided by publisher.

GOD’S GENERALS FOR KIDS
Roberts Liardon introduces you to six of God's Generals who fought to reestablish the core beliefs of the
early church in the atmosphere of oppression, ignorance, and corruption that pervaded the medieval church.

God's Generals Why They Succeeded and Why Some Fail
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They Served God to the Ends of the EarthIn his fifth God’s Generals volume, Roberts Liardon chronicles
some of the great evangelists who risked their lives to take the gospel message to strange and unknown
cultures around the world, including… Nikolaus Ludwig von Zinzendorf—the Austrian nobleman whose
passion for Christ ushered in the Moravian revival of the 1700s. David Brainerd—the young American
colonist who sacrificially reached out to Native Americans. William Carey—the British shoemaker and Bible
translator whose passion to reach India birthed a missionary revolution. David Livingstone—the explorer
who crossed the “unknown continent” and opened the heart of Africa to the gospel. Adoniram
Judson—the “Father of American Missions,” who endured tragedy to reach the people of Burma.
Hudson Taylor—the first missionary to use the phrase “Great Commission,” who pioneered the China
Inland Mission, transforming millions of lives along the way. Hiram Bingham—the first Protestant
missionary, who spent twenty years serving Christ in what is now Hawaii. Amy Carmichael—the selfless Irish
missionary who dedicated her life to the forsaken children of India. Jonathan Goforth—the passionate
Canadian revivalist who brought salvation and healing to hundreds of thousands of Chinese people. The
sacrifice and courage of these spiritual pioneers are sure to stoke the fires of your faith and revive within your
heart a spirit of evangelism and compassion for the lost.

God's Generals: Evan Roberts
They Paid the Ultimate Price In his sixth God's Generals volume, Roberts Liardon chronicles some of the
great martyrs for the faith—and some of the lesser-known ones. Their inspirational testimony, acts of
courage, and even seasons of doubt both encourage and point awareness toward the persecuted church of
the twenty-first century. The book includes profiles on Apostle Paul and Stephen the Faithful (c. 100 AD)
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Polycarp of Smyrna, Justin Martyr, and Ignatius of Antioch (c. 100-175 AD) Perpetua, Blandina, and
Irenaeus and Fabian (c. 175-350 AD) William Tyndale, John Wyclyffe, Patrick Hamilton, and John Hus (c.
1300-1530) Anne Askew, John Foxe, Hugh Latimer, and Thomas Cranmer (c. 1530-1560) Martyrs from the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries Dietrich Bonhoeffer, John and Betty Stam, and Jim Elliot (c. 1900-1950)
Wang Zhiming, Gaspar Makil, and Archbishop Oscar Romero (c. 1950-1990) Martyrs from the twenty-first
century, in regions such as the Philippines, Iraq, Libya, and Syria

The Seven Royals: All Good Things
God's Generals Who Shook Nations Roberts Liardon chronicles the compelling spiritual biographies of
some of the most powerful preachers ever to ignite the fires of revival. Follow the faith journey and life of Billy
Graham, counselor and confidant of eleven U.S. presidents, who preached God's unconditional love and
saving grace to millions.

God's Generals: Smith Wigglesworth
Written for children ages 8-12. This is the tenth book in this very popular series. William Branham is the
subject of this book. The young reader will be thrilled to discover the supernatural signs that God gave him to
let him know how to help people.

The Art of War for Spiritual Battle
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Kim Clement has had many critics over the years, but the movers and shakers in the world are sitting up and
taking notice of this out of the box prophet. In his new book, Kim shares some of the amazing stories of
accurate prophecies that God has been giving him. The personal words shared with individuals in his
meetings are incredible enough, but the words he has been given on a national and even worldwide scale lift
him into a realm not shared by many. His passion expressed here is to make it clear that anyone can hear and
be the voice of God in the earth.

God's Generals: Kathryn Kuhlman
Victory Over Spiritual Attacks Roberts Liardon has combined three of his best-selling books—Breaking
Controlling Powers, Learning to Say No Without Feeling Guilty, and How to Survive an Attack—to give you
spiritual weaponry you need to fight the good fight of faith! This book contains insights into: Surviving
attacks on body, soul, or spirit Recognizing attacks before they start Breaking free of manipulative people
Learning to say no without feeling guilty Saying no to temptation and yes to God Receiving the Holy
Spirit’s power If you want renewed strength to stand firm against evil attacks; if people are coming between
you and God; or if you ever feel like the whole world is against you, then this three-in-one volume is for you!

God's Generals the Revivalists
God's Generals Who Shook Nations Roberts Liardon chronicles the compelling spiritual biographies of
some of the most powerful preachers ever to ignite the fires of revival. Follow the faith journey and life of
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Jonathan Edwards, a Puritan whose preaching blended compassion for people's souls and condemnation of
sinful habits to achieve a balance effective for spiritual conversations.

Call me Crazy, But I'm Hearing God's Voice
Join historian Roberts Liardon on a riveting journey through the life of Kathryn Kuhlman, one of the most
fascinating women of the 20th century. In this study of a miraculous healing ministry that spanned a half a
century you will: Read about the countless thousands who were healed in her presence--often without her
ever laying a hand on them. Learn all about her vitality and victory, her tragedies and triumphs, and how she
used them all to draw her ever closer to Jesus. Find out how she was able to allow the Holy Spirit to become
her best Friend and greatest Teacher--and how you can, too.

God’s Generals Charles Finney
Roberts Liardon chronicles the lives and legacies of men and women who were empowered by the Holy
Spirit to bring worldwide revivals.

The Price of God's Miracle-Working Power
One of the devil's main objectives is to keep Christians weak and feeble. He knows that God has provided the
gift of tongues and its diversities to keep you and His church victorious, and his aim is to thwart that victory
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by suppressing the gift of tongues. In these powerful pages, best-selling author Roberts Liardon shares a lifechanging revelation that is sure to challenge and enlighten you. He explores * What Jesus said about the Holy
Spirit * What happened when the Holy Spirit came to earth * What the book of Acts says about the Holy
Spirit * The gift of tongues and the apostle Paul * The many benefits of speaking in tongues * Tongues and
interpretation for public and private use * Diversities of tongues

God's Generals the Roaring Reformers
The Generals Who Shook Nations Roberts Liardon chronicles compelling spiritual biographies of some of
the most powerful preachers ever to ignite the fires of revival. Follow the faith journeys and lives of the great
generals of God, including: George Whitefield, whose dramatic flair and passionate preaching needed no
modern conveniences like microphones to reach crowds of more than sixty thousand people. Charles
Finney, the skeptical lawyer-turned-evangelist whose ministry was marked by deep prayer and divine healing.
William and Catherine Booth, who gave food to the hungry, fought to free those trapped in sex trafficking,
and founded the Salvation Army, now the largest charitable organization in the world. Billy Graham,
counselor and confidant of eleven U.S. presidents, who preached God’s unconditional love and saving
grace to millions. Liardon goes beyond history, drawing crucial life application and inspiration from the lives
of these mighty warriors so that you can learn how to: Fulfill God’s call on your life Discern the voice of
God to follow His guidance Be led by the Spirit of God Let these revivalists inspire your life and revitalize
your ministry!
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God's Generals: William Branham
Emma Willis never saw herself as a model--especially for a sensual fantasy calendar--until she has to do a
photo shoot in her twin sister's place. When Emma puts on barely-there lingerie in front of the
photographer, hottie Rafe Delacantro, she feels sexyand more uninhibited than she's ever been. Before she
knows it, she's enticing him to let off a little steam with her! The minute Emma shows up, Rafe knows she's
not the model he's expecting. She's too fascinating, too tempting for him to resist. Fine. They'll share a
steamy fling that will end when the shoot is finished. But the more time he spends in Emma's seductive
presence, the more involved he getsand the more he wants of her. He now has to convince her that their affair
can last after the camera is put away.

You Matter to God
Roberts Liardon chronicles the lives and legacies of men and women who were empowered by the Holy
Spirit to bring worldwide revivals.

Smith Wigglesworth
Power to Heal
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Author W. Hacking, son-in-law to Smith Wigglesworth, reveals personal insights into the life of this 20th
century apostle. Uncover Smith's intimate relationship with God, how he flowed in God's supernatural
power, and his personal commitment and dedication to God's Holy Word.

God's Generals: Aimee Semple McPherson
In God’s Generals, Roberts Liardon will help you recapture God’s glory with compelling spiritual
biographies of some of the most powerful ministries to ever ignite the fires of revival. Liardon faithfully
chronicles their lives in this work, along with their teachings, their spiritual discoveries, and many revealing
photos. Four of God’s Generals who you will meet include: William J. Seymour, the son of ex-slave, who
turned a tiny horse table on Azusa Street, Los Angeles, into an internationally famous center of revival Aimee
Semple McPherson, the glamourous and flamboyant founder of the Foursquare Church and the nation’s
first Christian radio station Smith Wigglesworth, the plumber who read no book but the Bible—and raised
the dead! Kathryn Kuhlman, the beloved evangelist whose miracle-filled meetings drew millions of skeptics
to faith

God’s Generals Jonathan Edwards
Cacophony follows a small-town church in Daylight, Texas that is on the edge of a spiritual awakening; a
revival. However, the demon princess Ashtaroth and her sinister Grigori are assigned to stop the church and
its pastoral staff by any means necessary. For them, that means murdering the flock's shepherd and pastor.
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With this tragedy the angelic messenger Gabriel, with the help of guardian angel Christopher, rallies the
Seven Archangels to stop the demonic forces. As new pastor Jack Meyer tries to unite the church, the angels
try to bring a message of faith to counter the demon message of fear, is it too late for this church? ~ Published
by New Life Publishing and Sandra Cerda on Facebook@1stTimeAuthors

Breaking Controlling Powers
The second book in a very popular series for children, God's Generals for Kids:Smith Wigglesworth by
Roberts Liardon and Olly Goldenberg takes a look at the life of one of the pioneers in healing
evangelism:Smith Wigglesworth. This book provides children with his life story and some of his teachings,
which both thunder and whisper within the heart of a child. Children will learn that Mr. Wigglesworth was
completely sold out to Jesus. When he preached, the deaf heard, the blind saw, the lame walked, and people
were saved. Wigglesworth wrote, "Today I am actually living in the Acts of the Apostles' time, I am speaking
with new tongues, the holy fire of God's presence fills me till my pen moves to the glory of God, and my
whole being is filled with the presence of the Holy Ghost. This thrilling book will help children to know God
better. Though Smith Wigglesworth was once poor, unable to read, and a plumber by trade, God moved
tremendously in him and through him. When he learned to tread, he chose to read only the Bible. Through
faith he stepped out to minister to untold thousands. This biographical and teaching book will inspire
children to become more like Christ as Smith Wigglesworth was.

Kathryn Kuhlman
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Based on the highly popular and successful book, How to Hear God’s Voice, this exciting new book
emphasizes the 4 Keys to Hearing God’s Voice. “When I learned to hear God’s voice after 11 years as a
believer without it, every part of me was radically transformed. Thousands have told me they have had this
same metamorphosis, and I believe that this will become your testimony also,” writes co-author, Mark
Virkler. The keys that are examined, discussed in detail, and can be immediately applied to your life are: How
to recognize God’s voice as spontaneous thoughts. Learning how to become still before the Lord. Looking
for vision as you pray. Realizing the importance of two-way journaling. Filled with insights from years of
hearing from God, 4 Keys to Hearing God’s Voice also includes visual aids that enhance the teaching and
learning experience. Very reader-friendly, you will find that the concepts and principles are easily adapted to
your personal circumstances and lifestyle. Designed to bring even more depth to your relationship with God,
this book is part of an integrated package that includes a DVD and seminar guide for either individual or
group study. Either as a stand-alone book or as part of a package, you are sure to gain valuable
encouragement and motivation to seek intimate communication with God, your heavenly Father.

God's Generals the Missionaries
God's Generals Who Shook Nations Roberts Liardon chronicles the compelling spiritual biographies of
some of the most powerful preachers ever to ignite the fires of revival. Follow the faith journey and life of
Charles Finney, the skeptical lawyer-turned-evangelist whose ministry was marked by deep prayer and divine
healing..
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God's Generals Healing Evangelists
Roberts Liardon chronicles the lives and legacies of men and women who were empowered by the Holy
Spirit to bring worldwide revivals.

God's Generals The Martyrs
Roberts Liardon chronicles the lives and legacies of men and women who were empowered by the Holy
Spirit to bring worldwide revivals.

God's Generals: John G. Lake
This new book by best-selling author Cindy Trimm, The Art of War for Spiritual Battle will become the “goto” manual for preparing Christians to have victory in today’s spiritual battles with the enemy through
strategic spiritual warfare and powerful intercessory prayer.
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